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 holland, maybe television) and choose
their colleagues (The Scots, The Birthday
Parties) so forthrightly that it would be
heartless to dwell on them.

"Candleskin" opens the album and never
even touches you. The press release claims
it's a "hithtic," but it's downright addictive
as far as I'm concerned. Why didn't someone think of this before? It has a rol-
licking feel, like a pop version of an over-
familiar Scottish folk song (other reviewers
have found an Indian and even a Chinese
tone — let's just say something is
savage, and not quite in the Western tradi-
tion). The treble vocals and the chilled
chorus which demands your participation
are second only to the inspired use of a
string quartet, which keeps the guitars and
stamps the song as a true original.

Funk with a hard edge is what the Fire
Engines der bes - their good prac-
tions of rhythmic variety. Like their
related-mates the Scots, they add a friendi-

Bad Trip

Ticket to Heaven, directed by B. L. Thomas, now showing at the Orson Welles
Cinemas

We see them in the streets, in the air-
ports, and in our schools. Right away we

can tell they are different from us. These
Moonies need to be our brothers, sisters,
and friends. What happened to them?

Ticket to Heaven gives us some of
the answers. For anyone who has ever been in-
volved with the Moonies, all of us in one way
or another, this will be riveting. It is
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tenderly powerful and dramatic. By the end
of the film I felt drained.

The first question this film answers is:
why would anyone join the Moonies in the
first place? When you see something so

kenny normal man — a young
schoolteacher from Toronto (the film is
Canadian) who has just broken up with his

Karl tells him that he is involved with a
"Youth Rehabilitation Center" and invites
him for a weekend retreat. It is there that
the work of transforming David from a

The Moonies operate there. They
ever leave him alone — someone always accom-
pishes him, even to the bathroom. In
this way he is prevented from reflecting on
what is happening to him, and can get
swiped up in the droning mood. Lack of
sleep, and a no-protein diet, make him even
more vulnerable. He must rely on the
Moonies for energy.

This is the key to what the Moonies offer —
group support and the feeling of belonging.
It is reinforced through constant singing
and chanting, often of nonsense. It is
not so important what they sing, but the
others sing together.

We can see why people are seduced into
doing this. The Moonies point up by contras-
to a great lack in our modern age, these days of
urbanization and anomie. Clearly they is deprogrammed in the movie.

This is shown so beautifully, and
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